We tried to keep this manual as short as possible. But please read it very
carefully so that we can process your order without problems and delivery
you an outstanding foulard.
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IMPORTANT NOTE
For the following reasons please be aware that your final scarf may look different than
what you see on our site:
• Your child's / children's hands are different.
• The way you take the images might be different.
• On each screen the colors look slightly different.
• Modal and Cashmere are natural fabrics and therefore can vary from time to time.
• At the end we are sure you will be amazed by what you get, a very unique accessory ,
that you will not find anywhere else.
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1. Defining the colors
There are so many colors to choose from but not all of them looking nice if
they get combined. Happily there is a really hand tool out their to combine
colors so that they also match together.
Therefore please visit this site and generate your color combination.
https://color.adobe.com
If you don’t feel comfortable with the color wheel you also can simply pick
your colors here:
http://cloford.com/resources/colours/500col.htm
Each color has got it’s own universal HEX # number.
Right down this number according to the hand(s) that shall have this color on
the graphic below. (only for the pattern you have choosen).
The Classic
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The Circle

The Butterfly
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2. Creating your own pattern (if you go for this option)

On our scarves we work with repeating patterns. To create your very own
pattern all you need to do is, draw the outlines from your children hands on a
white paper. (If needed you can also stick two paper togethers.)
Important: Out of your arrangement we will create a square and repeat this
on our scarves. So when composing your pattern keep in mind that it should
look nice on a square.
Write next to each hand the colors they shall have.

3. Taking the images.
You have already indicated which colors the hands shall have, now you just
need to print out the template at the end of this document, place the paper
on a table and put your children’s hand on it. (mark which hand it is). Best is
if you can take the image on natural daylight. Please avoid taking it under a
light as this can cause reflecting highlights on the hand and casting ugly
shadows.
- Smartphone quality is enough
- Take the image from straight above.
- Make sure that is sharp
- Make sure that the ruler is visible on the image

4. Finish your order
Open your confirmation mail and send us the image of the hands as well as a
scan or image of the color scheme paper.
In 1 - 3 business days you will get your visualisation for confirmation.
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COLOR CODE:

HAND NO.:

L1 / R1 / L2 / R2 / L3 / R3 / L4 / R4

Mail to: contact@philippsidler.com

